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Who was Mary Magdelene?  

Throughout history and in popular culture she is often depicted as a repentant prostitute.  The Divinci 
Code depicts her as the wife of Jesus and possible mother of his children.   None of this can be found in 
scripture.  She was actually so much more.  Let’s get to know her and see her interactions with Jesus. 

LETS TALK

1. Have you been able to connect with other women in your Gather Circle this week?  
 Was that easy for you or challenging?  

2. How have you encountered Jesus this week?

3. Has the Lord given you any divine encounters or encouraged you in the small things?  
 If so, how?  

READ JOHN 20:1-18  

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

1. Look at the real Mary Magdelene according to scripture.  As a group, read the story of Mary by 
each looking up one of these scriptures.  Then read them in order to get a clearer glimpse of who 
Mary was.  

 Luke 8:1-3;  John 19:25; Luke 23:55-56; 24:1-3; John 20:11-18; Luke 24:10-11.  
 Describe in your own words what she could have been like based on what we see in these verses.  

2. It’s clear that Satan tried to keep Mary from being a powerful follower of Jesus as seen in Luke 
8:2, but Jesus had better plans for her!  He set her free to be the person he created her to be and to 
fulfill the call of God on her life. The enemy would like to rob each of us from following Christ and 
experiencing the freedom that only he can give.  What does this show us about the importance of 
our individual God-given assignments and why we need to ask Jesus to deal with the enemy’s plans 
against us?  Have you ever done that?
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 Let’s take a look at John 20:1-18 and this beautiful conversation Jesus has with Mary.

3. Isn’t it amazing that Jesus would give the best news of all time to a woman, in a culture and time 
where women in general were not respected?  As well, she was a woman with a broken past. What 
does this say to you about what Jesus is like and how he views and values women?

4. Look at v. 10-11. Notice what the men did after seeing the empty tomb in verse 10.  In the NLT 
version v. 10 reads, ‘Then they went home’.  The guys left but Mary stayed!  Look at the next verse 
11, ‘Now Mary stood outside the tomb crying.  As she wept, she bent over to look into the tomb.’   
What does this say about Mary that she stayed at the tomb?  

5. Look at vv. 11-16.  Place yourself in this scene.  What would your response be to witnessing such a 
crazy, mind-blowing thing?  A missing body!  An empty tomb?  A rolled stone?   What emotions 
would you feel?  What action would you take if any? 

6. Look at the end of v. 15 when unbeknownst to her Jesus is now speaking to her.  Look at her 
response when she thinks it’s the gardener!  Would you have considered such a thing?  To go and 
get Jesus’ body?   What does this tell us about Mary?  

7. Verse 16 is one of my favourite verses.  Jesus calls her by name.  Stop and consider how that must 
have sounded to her.  Jesus knows your name and he knows everything about you.   
Do you believe that?

8. What does she call Jesus in v. 16 and what was her natural response to him in v.17?   How would 
you have approached or responded to Jesus in this moment?  What does that say about your 
relationship with Him?
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PAUSE and REFLECT: 

As a group, quiet yourselves and ask Jesus the questions below.  Take some time to simply listen.  
Write down what he brings to your mind and after a few minutes share those thoughts with the 
group.  It’s ok if nothing comes to mind.  Someone else in your group may share some things that 
encourage you.  

Jesus how do you see me? 
Jesus, what do you call me?  

NOW WHAT?

Jesus tells all of us to go and share the gospel, this great news of who he is and what he has done for 
us.  When was the last time that you told someone about Jesus?  Who could you tell this week?  

PRAYER FOCUS 

Thank the Lord for his love and mercy in your life.  Thank him that he knows 
everything about you and loves and accepts you.  Psalm 139 would be an excellent 
psalm to pray through and make it personal.  

Ask the Lord for his protection for the plans and schemes of the enemy.  Ask him to 
crush any of the plans or attacks that Satan has against your calling and your God-
given assignments.  Ask that all God’s plans for you would come to fulfillment.  
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